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Current measures assessing older adults’ functional ability detect existing limitations on
essential tasks rather than changes in other aspects of functioning that could indicate
future limitations. The perceived motor-efficacy scale was developed to measure
capability beliefs of healthy older adults across a range of daily action tasks. Subscales
were developed through interviews with older volunteers and academics, then
administered to participants aged 60–96 (N ¼ 300). Factor analysis of subscale scores
produced 10 subscales. These demonstrated strong internal reliability, which was
replicated with a second sample aged 60–92 (N ¼ 167). The influence of perceived
motor-efficacy on performance of cognitively demanding action tasks was investigated
with a third sample aged 60–88 (N ¼ 134). On a task assessing the inhibition of an
inappropriate action, older adults in their 80s with high confidence produced minor
errors, whereas those with lower confidence produced extreme errors. On another
task assessing the ability to inhibit a previously learnt action, those with high levels of
perceived motor-efficacy performed better amongst those least able to inhibit, but
more poorly among those most able. Perceived motor-efficacy may therefore be useful
in identifying older adults at risk of functional limitations and enabling interventions
before the onset of illness.

STUDY 1: DEVELOPMENTOF A PERCEIVED MOTOR-EFFICACY
SCALE FOR OLDER ADULTS

As we enter the 21st century we are living in an increasingly ageing society. By 2025

there will be more people in the UK aged 60 and above than under 25 for the first time in
history (Government Actuary’s Department Projections, 2003). This sharp increase in

the number of older people poses a serious challenge in terms of maintaining and
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enhancing functional ability in everyday life. One problem with the term ‘functional

ability’ though is that it often refers to different constructs. This is because over the last

20 years two very separate literatures have emerged on ageing, one which addresses the

effects on the ‘mind’ and another the effects on the ‘body’. In the physical ageing

literature, functional ability often refers to basic activities of daily living (e.g. Orbell,

Johnston, Rowley, Davey, & Espley, 2001) while the role of cognitive functions are less
acknowledged. Conversely, in the cognitive literature, everyday tasks such as

remembering a medical regimen or planning a shopping route have been studied

from a cognitive viewpoint (e.g. Phillips, Kliegel, & Martin, 2006) without accounting

for the motor context in which these tasks take place. Indeed, it could be argued

that successful performance on many daily tasks requires the integration of both

cognitive and motor control abilities. Few studies though have investigated ‘functional

ability’ throughout normal ageing in terms of performance on cognitively demanding

action tasks.
Furthermore, the psychological factors associated with performance on such tasks,

such as capability beliefs for daily action tasks (perceived motor-efficacy), have also

not been investigated even though these may be important indicators of functioning.

For example, older people with a low sense of perceived motor-efficacy may be at risk

of excluding themselves from participation in daily activities, which is likely to lead to

isolation and further losses of confidence and participation. It is therefore important

to be able to identify those at risk of future problems so that independent

participation can be maintained. Current measures of everyday functional ability,
though, are not adequate, in that while they are designed to detect existing physical

limitations on essential tasks, they fail to detect other age-related changes which could

be precursors to future difficulties. Because of this, psychologists have previously

viewed measures of older adults’ motor functioning as only applicable to disciplines

which focus on the rehabilitation of existing disabilities. The present authors believe,

though, that to more fully understand the factors that influence how well we function

as we get older, then changes in cognition and how these relate to the control of

action throughout the course of normal ageing should be at the heart of psychological
research.

One psychological factor shown to be a strong predictor of performance

regardless of actual ability is the self-referent construct of perceived self-efficacy

(Bandura, 1986, 1997). This is defined as an individual’s perceived ability to perform

a specific behaviour or task sometime in the near future. As perceived self-efficacy is

by definition task-specific, it has greater predictive power than more global self-

referent constructs such as locus of control, self-esteem and learned helplessness

(Bandura, 1977).
Many different forms of self-efficacy have been used to predict a variety of goal-

oriented behaviours in younger adults. A strong sense of self-efficacy is related to higher

achievement, increased career development (Betz & Hacket, 1981), and better social

integration (Kazdin, 1979). ‘Can do’ cognitions also facilitate cognitive processes, and

in-turn, academic performance (Bandura, 1986). In terms of physical health, a high

sense of self-efficacy is associated inversely with risky sexual behaviours and drug use,

and positively with physical exercise and nutritional balance (e.g. Schwarzer & Fuchs,

1995). Regarding mental health, a high sense of self-efficacy is inversely associated with
anxiety, helplessness, and depression (e.g. Blazer, 2002).

Research on the self-efficacy of older adults though has been carried out in fewer

domains. Much of this literature is biased towards models of functional disability,
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particularly the role of self-efficacy in recovery from illness or chronic disease. For

example, a high sense of self-efficacy is related to enhanced performance of actions

(such as step climbing and manual lifting) and exercises (such as jogging or

swimming) among older people with chronic medical conditions including

osteoarthritis (Orbell et al., 2001), rheumatoid arthritis (Lorig, Chastain, Ung,

Shoor, & Holman, 1989), diabetes (Alto, Uutela, & Aro, 1997), heart disease ( Jenkins
& Gortner, 1998), and among those undergoing rehabilitation following stroke

(Hellstrom, Lindmark, & Fugl-Meyer, 2002), heart attack (Carroll, 1995), obstructive

pulmonary disease (Toshima, Kaplan, & Reis, 1992), and hip fracture or joint

replacement surgery (Ingemarsson, Frandin, Hellstrom, & Rundgren, 2000; Orbell

et al., 2001).

Despite this relative wealth of research on self-efficacy and pathological ageing,

the literature is limited concerning how the beliefs of healthy older people relate to

performance across a range of everyday tasks. Firstly, existing scales focus on single
functional movements (such as step climbs or arm rotations) which are poorly

reflective of the combination of movements inherent to many daily action tasks.

Climbing a set of stairs, for example, involves more than moving each leg in

isolation, thus increases in the ability to perform functional exercises do not

necessarily impact upon the performance of everyday activities (O’Leary, Shoor,

Lorig, & Holman, 1989). Secondly, current scales span a narrow range of ‘essential’

tasks required for independent living (such as washing and toileting, getting in and

out of bed) rather than a broad range of skills requiring different cognitive and motor
abilities. While the essential tasks are important from a clinical perspective in terms

of identifying people who are no longer able to live independently, they still fail to

provide us with insights into important changes that develop with older age across

a broad range of tasks which could be indicators of future functional difficulties.

Thus, while current self-efficacy scales are designed to detect existing functional

limitations, it is crucial in terms of early interventions to be able to identify people

who are at risk of limitations in the future, and in this respect the current scales

need developed further.
Indeed, when it comes to identifying people at risk of functional limitations

before any serious difficulties have emerged, perceived self-efficacy beliefs for daily

actions may be particularly important for older adults. This is because while higher

levels of self-efficacy are associated with higher levels of performance amongst

younger adults, older adults have to construct their perceived self-efficacy appraisals

in the face of age-related declines in perceptual (e.g. Burton-Danner, Owsley, &

Jackson, 2001), cognitive (e.g. Schaie, 1996), and motor (e.g. Amrhein, 1996) abilities.

As these declines emerge, they must be accompanied by perceived self-efficacy
reappraisals in order to guide successful and safe performance (Bandura, 1982). This

means that if older people do not successfully acknowledge age-related declines in

their abilities as they emerge, then higher levels of self-efficacy or overestimating

actual motor abilities could put them at risk of physical injury and subsequent

functional limitation, whilst underestimating could result in self-exclusion leading to

further losses of confidence and isolation. Perceived self-efficacy beliefs for daily

action tasks may therefore have important and unique functional consequences for

healthy older adults.
A new instrument was thus developed to measure healthy older adults’ perceived

motor capabilities across a range of daily action tasks; the perceived motor-efficacy scale

for older adults.
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Method

Participants
The first sample used to develop the questionnaire comprised 300 participants aged
between 60 and 96 years (mean age ¼ 77 years 4 months, standard deviation ¼ 10 years

2 months). A second independent sample used to test the reliability of the subscales

comprised 167 participants aged between 60 and 92 (mean age ¼ 74 years 6 months,

standard deviation ¼ 9 years 0 months). Participants were recruited over a broad

section of socio-economic strata and educational and occupational backgrounds,

including The Senior Studies Institute at Strathclyde University, day clubs, churches,

leisure clubs, and residential housing centres for older adults in Edinburgh and Glasgow.

As the present study aimed to investigate processes of normal rather pathological
ageing, we recruited only healthy older people; volunteers were screened cognitively

using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975),

and in terms of physical health using a self-report medical history questionnaire and a

thorough examination by a physiotherapist and biomechanist. The participants

recruited were those volunteers who were not taking any medications likely to affect

performance, not cognitively impaired as defined by an MMSE score .23, and who

were healthy as defined by the absence of any diagnosed chronic physical or mental

illnesses, recent surgeries, hospitalization, or feelings of illness. Written consent was
obtained from all participants and the study was conducted with local ethical approval.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these participants.

Design and procedure
The stages outlining the development of the perceived motor-efficacy scale (Table 2)

ranged from item generation, subscale construction and refinement, to reliability

testing with a second sample. These stages are in line with previously published studies

(e.g. Lorig et al., 1989).

Item generation
Items were generated through two main processes; a literature review of difficulties

experienced by older adults during daily action tasks, and a series of interviews with

Table 1. Characteristics of samples 1 and 2 (Study 1)

Age group N Female N Male N Total Mean age (years/months)

Sample 1
60–69 36 46 82 66y 2m
70–79 23 47 70 74y 5m
80–89 66 52 118 83y 8m
90þ 19 11 30 92y 1m
N total 144 156 300

Sample 2
60–69 36 23 59 68y 2m
70–79 30 23 53 74y 9m
80–89 26 25 51 83y 8m
90þ 2 2 4 92y 1m
N total 94 73 167
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academics and older adults. Age-related deterioration has been documented for physical

abilities, motor control, and cognitive abilities, all of which are required to different

extents for different action tasks. Regarding physical abilities, age-related deteriorations

have been found for strength (e.g. Vandervoort, 1992), flexibility (e.g. Hay, 1996),

balance (e.g. Tang & Woollacott, 1996), and speed (e.g. Amrhein, 1995). Thus, items

were constructed based on lifting objects, stretching, a danger of falling, and fast
movements, respectively. For motor abilities, deteriorations have been documented in

motor co-ordination (e.g. Greene & Williams, 1996) and the visual guidance of action

(e.g. Patla, Prentice, & Gobbi, 1996). Therefore items were constructed based on gross

co-ordination of the arms and legs, fine co-ordination of the hands and fingers, and visual

guidance of hand movements. Finally, deteriorations have been found in cognitive

abilities which are relevant to action, including the ability to inhibit irrelevant

information (Hasher & Zacks, 1988) and previously relevant or inappropriate responses

(Dempster, 1992). Thus, items were constructed relating to distracting situations and
the use of novel objects and motor procedures. Self-report statements were used, such

as ‘I consider myself to have good physical stamina’, to which participants could rate

their agreement on a scale from 0 (strongly agree) to 10 (strongly disagree).

Six academics with a professional interest in motor abilities were invited to

participate in two sets of interviews. In the first, they were asked to consider the type

and range of daily activities that would be beneficial for older people to participate in as

part of their everyday lives. Following these discussions, and consistent with the

literature review at the start of the item generation phase, it was decided that the
questionnaire needed to include self-efficacy perceptions of movements ranging from

fine to gross, sitting to standing, stationary to locomotor, and involving both the upper

and lower body. As a result of these two processes, 60 daily motor-efficacy items were

generated and subsequently presented to the academics in a second set of interviews.

Table 2. Stages of perceived motor-efficacy scale development

1. Item generation
a. Literature review of everyday difficulties for older adults
b. 80 items generated following series of interviews with academics
c. 80 items refined following series of interviews with older adults

2. Initial subscale construction
a. Like items grouped to form 13 subscales, plus 2 culturally specific subscales
b. Items within each subscale agreed to theoretically belong there by 2 impartial layman and

1 academic judge
3. All 15 subscales (80 items) administered to first sample (N ¼ 300)
4. Item analysis

a. Reduction of 15 subscales to a maximum of 5 items each
b. Internal reliability of 15 subscales after item removal

5. Development of confidence indicator
6. Factor analysis

a. 13 subscale scores factor analysed (2 culturally specific scales and confidence indicator not
included)

b. Factor structure used to combine 13 subscales into 7 post-factor analysis subscales
7. Item analysis of post-factor analysis subscales

a. Reduction of each post-factor analysis subscale to a maximum of 5 items
b. Internal reliability of 7 subscales after item removal

8. Reliability analysis with second sample (N ¼ 167)
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Following further discussions, it was decided that of the 60 items generated,

perceptions of some daily motor activities were underrepresented. These gaps were

therefore filled with a further 18 items, resulting in 78 items altogether.

In a third set of interviews, four of the older participants were asked to read through

the items, comment upon them and outline any difficulties they experienced in

interpreting them. Following this feedback, several items were reworded to prevent
ambiguity. The older adults also emphasized that they were very aware of slowing down

physically and mentally, and of having to ‘keep an eye’ on their movements more closely

these days. It was therefore important to include the items ‘I feel that mymovements are

slower than they used to be’ and ‘I don’t have to monitor or keep an eye on my

movements more than I used to’ within the questionnaire. No other items were

removed or added following these interviews, thus the questionnaire comprised

80 items at this stage.

Subscale construction
Subscales were constructed by grouping items with a similar theoretical basis, that is,

which according to the literature involved the same type of specific motor ability. Each

subscale was then named accordingly. For example, items relating to the use of hand

movements were grouped together and labelled ‘perceived manual ability’. This process

resulted in 13 subscales, plus a further 2 subscales that we regarded as specific to some

cultures only. For example, as walking outdoors in cold or snowy weather is more

common in Scotland compared to some other countries, such items were grouped into
one culturally specific ‘perceived walking ability’ subscale. Similarly, using a knife and

fork to eat, or using taps that twist on and off, are common methods within British

society but not necessarily within others. Thus, items relating to such activities were

grouped into one culturally specific ‘perceived manual ability’ subscale. Two impartial

layman judges and one expert judge then agreed that the items within each of the

15 subscales theoretically belonged there.

Questionnaire administration
The questionnaire was administered to sample 1 (N ¼ 300). Participants read the

following instructions:

‘below are a number of statements, which may describe how you feel about your ability to
perform certain physical activities. Please read each one carefully and indicate as honestly as you
can how true each statement is for you. To answer, please write beside each item the appropriate
number, choosing from one of the following:

0 (strongly disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (strongly agree)’

The questionnaire items were presented in a randomized order, with approximately one
in five items reversed.

Results

Item analysis
Item analysis is a statistical procedure enabling the development of self-report

questionnaires by demonstrating the internal reliability of a set of items. This is

represented by an alpha coefficient, which ranges in theory from 0 (highly unreliable) to

1 (perfect reliability). In practice, an alpha of .7 is generally considered to be a ‘good’
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reliability value, particularly for larger sample sizes (Nunnally, 1978). Each subscale was

subjected to item analysis for two purposes; to limit each to a maximum of five items

(to present a set of concise subscales), and to demonstrate internal reliability of each

subscale after item removal. Items were removed if they showed a correlation

coefficient with the total subscale score of less than .3, and an alpha-if-item-deleted

value greater than the alpha coefficient for the overall subscale (Zacks, 1992). After each
item removal, the reliability analysis was repeated until five items or less remained in

each subscale. Following this phase, the number of questionnaire statements was

reduced from 80 to 60, and each of the 15 subscales demonstrated high internal

reliability, as represented by alpha coefficients ranging from .78 to .94 (Table 3).

Development of confidence indicator
Item analysis revealed that the scores for the two items ‘I feel that my movements are

slower than they used to be’ and ‘I don’t have to monitor or keep an eye on my
movements more than I used to’ were so similar across older participants that the alpha

coefficient was weakened when they were included in any subscale. Thus, the two

items did not statistically fit in any subscale measuring perceived motor-efficacy for

specific motor domains. It was important though to include these items because

unusually low scores would identify highly cautious individuals, whereas unusually high

scores would identify highly confident individuals. These two items were therefore

separated into a separate confidence indicator subscale to identify older adults who are

highly cautious or confident relative to their peers. As a basis of peer comparison, the
confidence indicator scores from sample 1 (N ¼ 300) were standardized by calculating

95% confidence limits for male and female participants in their 60s, 70s, and 80s. It is

emphasized that rather than being cut-off points to make clinical diagnoses, these limits

are indicators that certain individuals might be at risk of functional difficulties due to

unusually high levels of caution or confidence. Table 4 details these lower (below which

Table 3. Alpha coefficients and number of items pre- and post-item removal for 15 subscales

Pre-item removal Post-item removal

Subscale No. items a No. items a

1. Walking ability 4 .91 4 .91
2. Manual ability 7 .92 5 .91
3. Motor ability in demanding contexts 4 .94 4 .94
4. Motor ability in the face of ageing 8 .90 5 .89
5. Motor ability relative to same-age peers 6 .89 3 .90
6. Physical endurance 6 .82 5 .91
7. Physical flexibility 4 .83 3 .81
8. Physical strength 3 .78 3 .78
9. Balance control 4 .85 3 .86
10. Motor co-ordination ability 7 .88 4 .90
11. Manual ability in novel contexts 6 .82 5 .81
12. Limits to motor ability 6 .90 5 .92
13. Confidence in movement quality 9 .91 5 .88
14. Walking ability (culturally specific) 4 .94 4 .94
15. Manual ability (culturally specific) 2 .83 2 .83
Total 80 60
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high caution is indicated) and upper limits (above which high confidence is indicated)

for sample 1 (and for sample 2 which shall be addressed shortly).

Factor analysis
Subscales were scored by summing the item scores and dividing by the number of items

(producing a ‘mean score’ for each subscale). This allowed comparisons between

subscales which varied in the number of items they contained. Subscales 14 and 15

related to culturally specific items, and as subscale 16 was the confidence indicator and
not representative of a specific motor domain, scores were factor analysed for the first

13 subscales only (54 items in total). Scores for subscales, not single items, were used in

this analysis. This was to reduce the subject-to-variable ratio to a practical number of

participants, as the subject-to-variable ratio of an 80-item questionnaire would require at

least 400 participants for a valid factor analysis of item scores (e.g. Tabachnick & Fidell,

1996). This method of analysing subscale scores was appropriate because the subscales

had already demonstrated internal reliability, and it is in line with previously published

studies (e.g. Ingledew & Hardy, 1996).
Factor analysis, using principal components extraction and varimax rotation,

identified seven principal components which accounted for 93.98% of the total

variance. In the total rotated solution, the proportion of variance accounted for by each

of the seven components was 25.34, 24.61, 12.68, 11.80, 7.39, 6.35, and 5.81%,

respectively. A combination of different subscales loaded highly on components 1, 2,

and 4, and only single subscales loaded highly on components 3, 5, 6, and 7. Table 5

illustrates the loadings of the 13 subscales on each of the 7 components.

Item analysis (post-factor analysis)
The initial 13 subscales were combined into 7 post-factor analysis subscales by grouping

together items from different subscales that loaded highly on the same component. Each

of these seven subscales was then subjected to item analysis to reduce the number of

items per subscale to a maximum of five items again, and to demonstrate the internal
reliability of each new subscale after item removal. In this way, the number of items was

reduced from 54 to 31, and each subscale was renamed accordingly. Each of the seven

subscales demonstrated high internal reliability with alpha coefficients ranging from .81

to .95 (Table 6).

Table 4. 95% confidence intervals for samples 1 (N ¼ 300) and 2 (N ¼ 167) on confidence indicator

Sample 1 Sample 2

95% of scores fall between 95% of scores fall between

Sex and decade N Lower limit Upper limit N Lower limit Upper limit

60s Female 36 5 7 36 4 7
60s Male 46 7 9 23 6 9
70s Female 23 2 4 30 2 3
70s Male 47 2 3 23 2 4
80s Female 66 2 3 26 2 3
80s Male 52 1 2 23 1 3
90s Female 19 1 2 2 1 1
90s Male 11 1 1 2 1 1
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The revised questionnaire comprised 10 subscales (39 items in total). These were

named as perceived: motor ability in the face of ageing; ability to coordinate precise

movements; motor ability relative to same-age peers; motor ability in demanding

contexts; motor ability in novel contexts; physical flexibility; physical endurance;

walking ability (culturally specific); and manual ability (culturally specific). The final

subscale was the confidence indicator.

Reliability analysis with a second sample
To retest the reliability of each subscale, the revised questionnaire was administered to a

second independent sample of older adults (N ¼ 167).

Internal reliability
Internal reliability analysis was performed on the first nine subscales (37 items) only as

the confidence indicator could not be included. These demonstrated good internal

reliability with alpha coefficients ranging from .68 –.85, compared to .81–.95 in the first

sample (Table 7).

Table 5. Factor loadings of 13 subscales on 7 components

Component Combination of initial subscales Loading

1 12. Perceived limits to motor ability .82
4. Perceived motor ability in the face of ageing .81
8. Perceived physical strength .72

2 2. Perceived manual ability .78
9. Perceived balance control .74
10. Perceived motor co-ordination ability .64
13. Perceived confidence in movement quality .61

3 5. Perceived motor ability relative to same-age peers .89
4 1. Perceived walking ability .67

3. Perceived motor ability in demanding contexts .61
5 11. Perceived motor ability in novel contexts .65
6 7. Perceived physical flexibility .60
7 6. Perceived physical endurance .60

Table 6. Alpha coefficients and number of items pre- and post-item removal for 7 subscales

Pre-item removal Post-item removal

Subscale No. items a No. items a

1. Motor ability in the face of ageing 13 .95 5 .93
2. Ability to coordinate precise movements 17 .97 5 .93
3. Motor ability relative to same-age peers 3 .90 3 .90
4. Motor ability in demanding contexts 8 .96 5 .95
5. Motor ability in novel contexts 5 .81 5 .81
6. Physical flexibility 3 .81 3 .81
7. Physical endurance 5 .91 5 .91
Total 54 31
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Confidence indicator
With the first sample (N ¼ 300) the confidence indicator scores were standardized as

95% confidence intervals for male and females in each older decade. To investigate

the reliability of these ranges in scores, this process was repeated using the second
sample (N ¼ 167). The intervals produced were then compared between samples 1 and

2 (see Table 4). The confidence intervals produced by the second sample approximated

those of the first sample. The original confidence intervals were therefore retained as

the standardized scores for males and females within each older decade.

Final questionnaire
The final questionnaire (Table 8) comprised seven subscales, two culturally specific
subscales, and one confidence indicator (10 subscales or 39 items in total).

Discussion

The consensus between academics and older adult volunteers concerning the type and

range of daily motor activities to include within each subscale supports the validity of

items generated. In addition, the high alpha coefficients found with the first sample
ranged from .78 to .94 before, and from .81 to .95 after employing factor analysis. These

high alpha coefficients were reproduced with the second sample, demonstrating

internal reliability for each subscale.

Factor analysis of subscale scores showed that unique sets of subscales loaded highly

on each component, with factor loadings ranging from .61 to .82. On each component

there were several subscales that loaded highly, and the alpha coefficients of each

combined subscale following factor analysis remained high. Thus, the method of factor

analysing subscale scores was successful.
As overestimation of one’s capabilities could result in physical injury and subsequent

functional limitations, and underestimation could result in increasing loss of functional

independence, a measure which could identify older adults at risk of such functional

limitations could be important in informing interventions to enhance functional ability.

It was not possible however to determine the accuracy of older adults’ perceived

Table 7. Alpha coefficients for 9 subscales: comparison of samples 1(N ¼ 300) and 2 (N ¼ 167)

Alpha coefficient

Subscale: Perceived: : : Sample 1 Sample 2

1. Motor ability in the face of ageing .93 .84
2. Ability to coordinate precise movements .93 .85
3. Motor ability relative to same-age peers .90 .72
4. Motor ability in demanding contexts .95 .82
5. Motor ability in novel contexts .81 .68
6. Physical flexibility .81 .77
7. Physical endurance .91 .85
8. Walking ability (culturally specific) .94 .77
9. Manual ability (culturally specific) .83 .69
10. Confidence indicator N/A N/A
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Table 8. The perceived motor-efficacy scale for older adults

1. I consider myself to have good physical stamina
2. I am unlikely to have difficulties using new household objects that I have never used before
3. I usually do not attempt complex movements because I find it difficult to perform them well
4. I rarely avoid certain movements in case I fall
5. I believe I am able to control my movements as well as most others my age
6. I am not likely to have difficulty getting about in unfamiliar surroundings, like a new house/town
7. I do not feel more anxious than I used to when carrying out certain movements
8. I am not likely to have any difficulties getting about outside when the weather is cold
9. I am not very good at activities involving precise manual movements
10. I am likely to have some difficulty using a knife and fork
11. I feel confident at adjusting movements to improve their accuracy or efficiency
12. I do not have to monitor, or keep an eye on my movements, more than I used to
13. Physically, I rarely feel too stiff to perform certain movements well
14. I feel I am good at activities involving hand-to-eye coordination, such as catching a ball
15. I believe I would have no problems running for a bus if I had to
16. I rarely worry about climbing up or down stairs
17. I am not likely to have any difficulties getting about in hot weather
18. I feel I am good at activities such as bending down to reach for something
19. I expect to be able to shift smoothly from one movement to another
20. I believe I can learn most movements if I set my mind to it
21. I feel that my movements are slower than they used to be
22. I do not feel as competent as most others my age when it comes to performing movements
23. If I were to trip-up, I am confident that I could prevent myself from falling to the ground
24. I am likely to have difficulty walking to the top of a large flight of stairs
25. I find it difficult to perform more complex movements if I have not practised them before
26. I am unlikely to have difficulty driving an unfamiliar type of car
27. I expect to be able to learn new movements within a short time
28. I usually do not attempt more complex movements because I feel I am likely to injure myself
29. If I have any difficulties performing movements, I rarely give in easily
30. I am not likely to have any difficulties walking outside when the ground is covered in leaves
31. When I plan movements, I am certain I can make them work
32. I consider myself to be good at activities requiring the precise timing of actions
33. I am confident in my ability to walk a long distance without any difficulties
34. I feel I am good at sports or other leisure activities compared to most others my age/sex
35. I am likely to have difficulties getting about in the snow
36. I often expect my joints to feel too stiff to perform certain movements well
37. I am not likely to have difficulties getting about outside in the wind
38. I believe I can easily perform the actions required when using kitchen or bathroom taps
39. I will rarely attempt to master a tricky action

Items: Each is scored out of 10 (from ‘0 ¼ strongly disagree’ to ‘10 ¼ strongly agree’). Italicised items
are reverse scored. Subscales: Perceived motor ability in the face of ageing ¼ items 7; 16; 27; 3; 4;
Perceived ability to perform precise movements ¼ 9; 14; 19; 32; 11; Perceived motor ability
relative to same-age peers ¼ 5; 22; 34; Perceived motor ability in demanding contexts ¼ 37; 15,
23, 24, 33; Perceived ability in novel motor contexts ¼ 2; 6; 25; 26; 28; Perceived physical
flexibility ¼ 13; 18; 36; Perceived physical endurance ¼ 1; 20; 29; 31; 39; Perceived walking ability
ðculturally specificÞ ¼ 8; 17; 30; 35; Perceived manual ability ðculturally specificÞ ¼ 10; 38;
Confidence indicator ¼ 12; 21. Subscale scores are calculated by summing item scores then dividing
by the number of items (mean score).
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capabilities, as comparisons between perceived and actual ability for each itemwere not

within current resources and shall be addressed in future studies instead. It was possible

though to use the confidence indicator to identify older people who are highly cautious

or confident compared to their peers, as this might still be an important indicator of

functional limitations. Confidence intervals for the indicator subscale were calculated

for males and females within each older decade using formulas designed for specific
sample sizes (Rees, 1998). As the perceived motor-efficacy questionnaire was initially

developed using a large sample of older adults over a broad cross-section of Scottish

society (N ¼ 300), the scores indicating highly cautious and confident individuals are

likely to be broadly representative of the wider population of older adults. Indeed, these

scores were approximated with a smaller second sample of older adults.

STUDY 2: AGEING, PERCEIVED MOTOR-EFFICACYAND
PERFORMANCE ON COGNITIVELY DEMANDING ACTION TASKS

This study investigates the extent to which perceived motor-efficacy beliefs relate to

action errors on two tasks that are analogous to important everyday tasks. In this initial

test of the perceived motor-efficacy scale it was decided to focus on action tasks which

were cognitively demanding. In particular it was aimed to use two action tasks which

required good inhibitory abilities for successful performance. This was because
inhibitory abilities are thought to be key mechanisms underlying age-related cognitive

decline (Hasher & Zacks, 1988), and other studies have shown that these tasks reveal

important age-related declines (Potter & Grealy, 2006, 2008). The first action task

involved copying the experimenter’s manual movements while wiping a surface with a

sponge, except for one particular lifting action which participants were instructed not

to copy. This task assessed the ability to inhibit executing a prepotent but inappropriate

motor response during an ongoing action. This is required in many everyday contexts in

which an individual’s planned or current actions are rendered inappropriate because of
unexpected changes in the surrounding environment (e.g. Dempster, 1992). For

example, in the event of a trip or slip, the prepotent response is to put one’s arms out to

break the fall. Due to age-related physical changes, however, older people are more

likely than younger people to break or fracture wrist or arm bones in such situations

(e.g. Tinetti, Liu, & Claus, 1993), therefore the medical advice they are given requires

them to inhibit the prepotent response of putting their arms out in front of them if they

do happen to fall. Similarly, when driving a vehicle which unexpectedly begins to skid,

the prepotent response is to press the brake pedal. Braking on ice, however, is
dangerous and drivers are instructed during training they must refrain from braking and

instead steer into the skid. Skidding on a patch of ice therefore requires drivers to inhibit

the prepotent response of braking and take necessary evasive action instead. Previous

research (Potter & Grealy, 2008) has shown that the frequency of inappropriate actions

produced (inhibition failures) increased as expected with older age, but that inhibitory

errors were not all or none; even when the inappropriate response was successfully

inhibited, errors controlling the ongoing action under these demands still emerged from

as young as the 40s, which is 20 years earlier than found in the cognitive literature
(e.g. Comalli, Wapner, & Werner, 1962).

The second action task involved grasping a cup in different orientations to assess the

ability to inhibit or override a previously learnt action in favour of a novel action. This

ability is particularly important in everyday contexts in order to use novel everyday
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items. For example, driving a different car with manual controls for indicators and lights

in a different position, using modern designs like taps that are not turned on by twisting

the handle, or recording a favourite television programme using modern digital

technology, all require the ability to override already established procedures in favour of

a new set of actions. Previous research (Potter & Grealy, 2006) has shown that most

participants failed to inhibit the old response by the 60s, which is 10–20 years earlier
than found in the cognitive literature (e.g. Haaland, Vranes, Goodwin, & Garry, 1987).

Method

Participants
134 older adults aged 60–88 were recruited over a broad section of socio-economic

strata and educational and occupational backgrounds in Glasgow, Ayrshire, and Stirling
(mean age ¼ 73 years 5 months, standard deviation ¼ 8 years 7 months). As in the

previous study, only healthy volunteers who passed the screening stage (using the MMSE

(Folstein et al., 1975), a self-report medical history questionnaire and a thorough

examination by a physiotherapist and biomechanist) were recruited as participants.

The characteristics of these older adults are detailed in Table 9.

Design
The influence of perceived motor-efficacy beliefs on performance was investigated in

the wiping task using a mixed design (with both within and between-subjects variables),
and in the grasping task using a between-subjects design.

To assess the ability to inhibit executing an inappropriate motor response during an

ongoing action, the wiping task was based on a go/no-go design. Participants were

instructed that when the experimenter changed wiping direction from left/right to

forwards/backwards, they must copy this (go signal), but that if the experimenter

changed from left/right wiping to lifting their sponge up/down (no-go signal) they must

not copy this. Participants were instructed that if the experimenter performed this

lifting action, they were to stop themselves from copying it and instead continue with
the ongoing action of wiping back and forth. The number of inhibition failures

produced by participants were measured. Other motor errors were produced when

participants succeeded to inhibit the inappropriate action but did not manage to

continue wiping back and forth undisturbed. These additional errors were pauses in

movement, pause/wipe sequences of error, wiping in the wrong direction

(forwards/backwards or diagonal instead of left/right), and switching direction on the

left/right plane of movement. The number of these errors produced by participants

were also measured (thus six error types were measured in total).

Table 9. Characteristics of sample 3 (Study 2)

Age group N Female N Male N Total Mean age (years/months)

Sample 3
60–69 34 20 54 66y 1m
70–79 24 19 43 74y 2m
80–89 20 17 37 83y 2m
N total 78 56 134
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To assess the ability to ignore a previously learnt action in favour of a novel one

(the grasping task), participants were instructed that over a number of trials they would

be presented with a cup that had grasp contact points printed on its rim, which would

indicate where they should place their thumb and forefinger when grasping the cup.

They were told that the orientation of these grasp contact points may or may not vary on

each trial, and were strictly instructed to decide on the movements required to grasp the
cup (movement planning time) before proceeding to execute that action. Participants

were primed to plan for an easy grasp action by presenting them with an easy grasp

orientation for the first set of trials. Based on findings from previous research (Frak,

Paulignan, & Jeannerod, 2001), 568 was used as the easy grasp orientation. Once

movement planning times to this orientation had stabilized, the easy grasp orientation

was then unexpectedly switched to a novel and more complex grasp orientation

requiring additional movement planning time (2228). Successful inhibition of the

previously established action plan (easy grasp) was demonstrated by an increase in
planning time from the last of the easy grasp trials to the first complex grasp trial.

Materials
For the wiping task a Flock of Birdsw motion tracking system was used which measured

positional changes at 120Hz. Sensors were inserted into two large hand held sponges

which were placed on opposite sides of a surface. Participants stood with the sponge

positioned to the side of their dominant hand, and the experimenter stood opposite

them with their sponge directly opposite the participant’s.

For the grasp task a plastic cup was used (marked with two contact points on the

rim), as well as movement planning time apparatus consisting of an electronic sensor
and push down button both wired to a millisecond timer. The orientation of the cup was

concealed under a box, and when the experimenter lifted the box to reveal the grasp

orientation of the cup, the millisecond timer started and was stopped when the

participant had decided on the movements required and lifted their hand from the push

down button to perform the planned grasp action. The perceived motor-efficacy scale

for older adults was also employed.

Procedure
The order in which the questionnaire and two action tasks were completed was

randomized. For the wiping experiment, participants were strictly instructed to copy

all of the experimenter’s actions bar one. It was emphasized that when the
experimenter changed wiping direction from left/right to forwards/backwards, they

should copy this (go signal), but if the experimenter changed from left/right wiping

to lifting their sponge up/down, they should not copy this and should continue

instead with the ongoing action of wiping left and right (no-go signal). 30 go and

no-go signals were presented in randomized order, thus participants completed

60 trials altogether.

For the grasp experiment, participants sat in front of a desk with the cup placed

centrally in front of them and the push down button in front of their dominant hand.
Before each trial the experimenter positioned the cup and the box was placed over it to

conceal the grasp orientation. Participants were asked to place their hand on the button

at the start of each trial, and when the cup was revealed, grasp it at the marked contact

points. They were strictly instructed not to lift their hand from the button until they had
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planned the movements required to reach and grasp. Participants were primed to

expect and plan for an easy grasp action (568 with respect to the frontal plane) by

repeatedly presenting the cup in the easy grasp orientation. Performance was judged to

have stabilized when planning times were within 100 milliseconds of each other for

3 consecutive trials. Without indication to participants that a shift between conditions

was about to occur, they were then presented with a complex grasp (2228 relative to
the frontal plane), and this was repeated until planning times were within 100

milliseconds of each other for 3 consecutive trials.

Results

The pattern of results from the wiping and grasping tasks are summarized below (for full

details see Potter & Grealy, 2006, 2008) then followed by the main analysis of how

different levels of perceived motor-efficacy were related to performance.

Inhibiting the execution of a prepotent action (wiping task)
There were differences between older adults in the types of wiping actions

inappropriately executed. Table 10 details the number of each error type produced

by each age group.

A two-way mixed ANOVA was employed using the greenhouse-geisser epsilon

correction and partial eta-square as a measure of effect size. This found significant main

effects of error type (Fð5; 655Þ ¼ 25:72, p , :05, MS error ¼ 225:81, ES ¼ :16) and age

(Fð2; 131Þ ¼ 13:39, p , :05, MS error ¼ 116:05, ES ¼ :17). Of greater interest though

was a significant interaction between age and error type (Fð10; 655Þ ¼ 2:87, p , :05,
MS error ¼ 25:20, ES ¼ :14). A post hoc Tukey’s HSD test revealed that the interaction

resulted from participants in their 80s making significantly more inhibition errors than

those in their 60s ( p , :05) and significantly more extreme errors of pausing and

pause/wipe sequences of error compared to those in their 60s ( p , :05) and 70s

( p , :05). Those in their 70s also produced significantly more pauses compared to

those in their 60s ( p , :05).
It was then investigated whether these differences between age groups were

influenced by perceived motor-efficacy beliefs. Table 11 details the perceived motor-
efficacy subscale scores for each age group of older participants who completed the two

motor tasks.

Table 10. Wiping task: mean error scores (with standard deviations) for each error type and age group

Age group

Error type 60s 70s 80s

Inhibition failure (lift) 2.37 (1.70) 3.21 (1.70) 4.57 (2.03)
Pause 6.02 (4.95) 7.35 (5.96) 9.86 (7.49)
Pause/wipe sequence 2.19 (3.64) 1.26 (2.45) 4.65 (5.45)
Wrong direction (diagonal) 4.17 (3.74) 3.30 (3.44) 4.22 (5.08)
Wrong direction (forward/backwards) 8.28 (7.20) 5.86 (8.32) 6.22 (7.72)
Switching direction between left/right 6.41 (5.06) 6.70 (4.80) 10.78 (6.68)
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The relationship between perceived motor-efficacy and motor errors could not be

assessed using ANCOVA, because the assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes

was not met (different age groups showed different relationships between perceived

motor-efficacy and performance). When homogeneity of regression slopes are violated

in this way, the most appropriate method of assessing the influence of covariates on

performance is to translate scores on the covariates into different levels of an

independent variable, a method known as ‘blocking’ (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). This

method takes participants’ scores on the potential covariates (each perceived motor-
efficacy subscale) and groups participants into low, medium, or high ‘blocks’ according

to their score (a score between 0 and 4.9 out of 10 ¼ ‘low’, between 5.0 and

6:9 ¼ ‘medium’, and between 7.0 and 10 ¼ ‘high’). Perceived motor-efficacy was thus

translated into three levels of another independent variable.

As homogeneity of regression slopes was violated in ANCOVA for the independent

variable of age group, an interaction was expected between this factor and the blocking

independent variable of perceived motor-efficacy. A series of three-way mixed ANOVAs

were conducted, each time with a different perceived motor-efficacy subscale as the
blocking independent variable. In each the level of perceived motor-efficacy for that

subscale (low, medium, and high) was crossed with age (60s, 70s, and 80s) and error

type (6 types).

The only ANOVA to show a significant interaction between perceived motor-efficacy

and age or error type was one in which scores on the confidence indicator were used as

the blocking independent variable. Using the greenhouse-geisser epsilon correction and

partial eta-square as a measure of effect size, the ANOVA found the same significant main

effects of error type and age and the significant interaction between error type and age
reported in the earlier two-way ANOVA. When perceived motor-efficacy was included

as a third independent variable, a new result was found; a significant interaction

between confidence indicator scores, age, and error type (Fð10; 625Þ ¼ 1:84, p , :05,
MS error ¼ 48:91, ES ¼ :16). A post hoc Tukey’s HSD test revealed different

relationships between scores on the confidence indicator and performance for different

age groups. For older adults in their 60s and those in their 70s, those with high

confidence produced significantly fewer minor errors of wiping in the wrong direction

(forward/backwards instead of left/right) than those with lower confidence (p , :05).

Table 11. Mean scores (with standard deviations) on each perceived motor-efficacy subscale for each

age group

Age group

Subscale: Perceived: : : 60s 70s 80s

1. Motor ability in the face of ageing 6.30 (2.34) 5.03 (2.10) 3.98 (2.41)
2. Ability to coordinate precise movements 7.74 (1.51) 7.87 (1.41) 6.62 (1.65)
3. Motor ability relative to same-age peers 7.85 (1.35) 8.57 (1.27) 9.23 (1.09)
4. Motor ability in demanding contexts 6.70 (1.88) 6.18 (2.21) 4.94 (1.97)
5. Motor ability in novel contexts 6.03 (1.93) 5.64 (1.46) 4.37 (1.89)
6. Physical flexibility 6.80 (2.12) 6.24 (2.08) 5.02 (2.48)
7. Physical endurance 7.51 (1.29) 7.73 (1.51) 7.08 (1.75)
8. Walking ability (culturally specific) 7.31 (1.84) 6.75 (1.92) 5.85 (2.04)
9. Manual ability (culturally specific) 9.11 (1.15) 9.32 (0.86) 8.83 (1.36)
10. Confidence indicator 4.44 (2.65) 3.57 (2.50) 1.45 (2.06)
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In contrast, older adults in their 80s with high confidence produced significantly more

minor errors of wiping in the wrong direction (forward/backwards as well as diagonal

wiping this time) than those with lower confidence (p , :05). Furthermore, older

adults in their 80s produced significantly more of the more extreme errors (pausing

during the action as well as stopping and starting sequences of error) when they had

low rather than high confidence.

Inhibiting a previously learnt action in favour of a novel action (grasping task)
For each participant, the time taken to inhibit the old action and replan the new one was

calculated by subtracting the mean planning time of the last three easy grasp trials from

the planning time for the first complex grasp trial. Thus the shorter the time taken to

inhibit, then the poorer the performance and vice versa. Although the mean time taken
to inhibit decreased with each older age group (60s ¼ 165:42 milliseconds, 70s ¼
126:28 milliseconds, and 80s ¼ 87:68 milliseconds) there was increasingly large

variation in the time taken to inhibit with each older age group. Coefficients of variation

found that the amount of variation nearly doubled from the 60s to 70s and again from

the 70s to 80s, indicating increasingly large differences in inhibitory abilities with each

older age group. This is consistent with evidence that older adults show increased

variability with decreased functioning (e.g. Ylikoski et al., 1999), and suggests that

chronological age may not be the most revealing method by which to investigate
performance in older age. Instead, investigating the characteristics associated with

higher and lower levels of functioning could inform distinctions between healthy and

pathological ageing and help develop early interventions (Hedden & Gabrieli, 2004).

As such, characteristics (i.e. perceived motor-efficacy) associated with excellent, good

or poor inhibition groups were analysed this time rather than differences between

age groups.

Those who showed an increase in planning time on the first complex grasp equal to

or above the mean increase of young adults in their 20s–30s (404 milliseconds, Potter &
Grealy, 2006) were classified as having excellent inhibition, those who showed an

increase of greater than 100 milliseconds but less than 404 milliseconds were

categorized as having good inhibitory skills, and those whose planning times did not

increase or increased by less than 100 milliseconds were classed as having failed to

inhibit. The cut-off point was 100 milliseconds because planning times within

100 milliseconds of each other were deemed in the procedure as stable scores, thus an

increase of 100 milliseconds or less was considered as following on from rather than

inhibiting the primed grasp plan.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA confirmed a significant difference in the time

taken to inhibit between the three categories of inhibition ability (Fð2; 131Þ ¼ 181:91,
p , :05, MS error ¼ 37; 387:28, ES ¼ :74). As the assumption of homogeneity of

regression slopes was not met the method of blocking was used (Tabachnick & Fidell,

1996) whereby participants’ scores on each perceived motor-efficacy subscale were

translated into three levels of another independent variable. A series of two-way

between-subjects ANOVAs were conducted, each time with a different perceived motor-

efficacy subscale as the blocking independent variable. In each ANOVA, the level of
perceived motor-efficacy for that subscale (low, medium, and high) was crossed with

category of inhibition ability (poor, good, and excellent).

The ANOVAs showed a significant interaction between level of perceived motor-

efficacy and category of inhibition ability for 7 out of the 10 subscales. Subscales in
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which level of perceived motor-efficacy did not interact with category of

inhibition ability were perceived motor ability relative to same-age peers

(Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 0:129, p ¼ :88), perceived walking ability (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 0:726, p ¼ :576),
and perceived manual ability (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 0:36, p ¼ :550). Subscales in which

level of perceived motor-efficacy showed a significant interaction with category of

inhibition ability were perceived ability to perform precise movements
(Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 13:55, p , :05, MS error ¼ 25; 940:99, ES ¼ :30), perceived ability in

novel motor contexts (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 5:46, p , :05, MS error ¼ 33; 186:53, ES ¼ :15),
perceived motor ability in the face of ageing (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 3:73, p , :05, MS error ¼
34; 681:15, ES ¼ :11), perceived physical flexibility (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 3:25, p , :05,
MS error ¼ 35; 067:58, ES ¼ :09), perceived motor ability in demanding contexts

(Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 2:87, p , :05, MS error ¼ 35; 811:74, ES ¼ :08), perceived physical

endurance (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 2:95, p , :05, MS error ¼ 36; 177:24, ES ¼ :06), and the

confidence indicator subscale (Fð4; 125Þ ¼ 2:50, p , :05, MS error ¼ 36; 233:60,
ES ¼ :07).

Post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests for each significant interaction showed that differences in

the time taken to inhibit between low, medium, and high levels of perceived motor-

efficacy differed between the three categories of inhibition ability (poor, good, and

excellent). Firstly, for the groups who managed to inhibit, those with higher levels of

perceived motor-efficacy took less time to inhibit (showing poorer performance) than

those with lower levels on all 7 scales in question (all p , :05). In contrast, for the poor

inhibition group, those with lower levels of perceived motor ability in demanding
contexts took more time to inhibit (showing better performance) than those with

higher levels (p , :05).

Discussion

Inhibiting executing a prepotent motor response during an ongoing action
(wiping task)
Scores on the confidence indicator subscale influenced the pattern of motor errors in

different ways for different age groups. Older adults in their 60s and 70s with high

confidence produced significantly fewer minor errors (wiping in the wrong direction)

than those with lower confidence. This is consistent with the literature showing that

higher perceived capability beliefs are associated with enhanced performance among

younger adults (Bandura, 1986; Betz & Hacket, 1981). However, older adults in their 80s

showed a different pattern of errors than their younger counterparts. Firstly, those with
high confidence produced significantly more minor errors of wiping in the wrong

direction than those with lower confidence. Thus while higher levels of confidence are

associated with better performance in younger adults and those in their 60s and 70s, the

present findings are the first to show that when it comes to the oldest of the healthy

older adults, higher levels of confidence do not always mean better performance. One

explanation for this is that the oldest adults with the highest levels of confidence may be

experiencing emerging declines which they have not yet reappraised and incorporated

into their perceived capability beliefs. This could result in slight overestimation of their
capabilities to the extent that they produced some minor errors. However, this study

was an initial test to investigate how perceived motor-efficacy relates to performance on

everyday-based action tasks and did not measure the accuracy of perceived capability

beliefs by comparing them with actual capabilities for each subscale. Subsequent
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analyses therefore aim to investigate the accuracy of perceived motor-efficacy beliefs

and how this impacts performance throughout older age.

Secondly, although older adults in their 80s produced minor errors when high in

confidence, they produced significantly more of the extreme errors (pausing during the

action as well as stopping and starting sequences of error) when they had low

confidence. This shows that for the oldest of healthy older adults, both high and low
levels of confidence are associated with motor errors, but that more serious errors are

produced with low confidence. One explanation is that older adults in their 80s

experience more progressive declines than younger adults thus they may have to

continuously or more periodically reappraise their perceived capabilities in line with

their changing abilities in order to perform well. As such these oldest adults may be

susceptible to motor errors when they are too high or too low in confidence. It is not

clear however whether perceived motor-efficacy beliefs cause these errors, or vice

versa, but if the perceived capability beliefs of older adults are shown in subsequent
analyses to be important factors in determining functional ability, then the next avenue

of future research is to develop new interventions to help older people accurately

reappraise their changing abilities as they get older.

Inhibiting a previously learnt action in favour of a novel one (grasping task)
For those who succeeded to inhibit and performed as well as younger adults on the

grasp task, higher levels of perceived motor-efficacy (specifically, perceived: ability to

perform precise movements, ability in novel motor contexts, motor ability in the face

of ageing, physical flexibility, motor ability in demanding contexts, physical endurance,

as well as the confidence indicator subscale) showed significantly less time taken

to inhibit, that is, poorer performance than lower levels of perceived motor-efficacy.

Why higher levels of perceived motor-efficacy were linked with poorer performance for
those who managed to inhibit is not clear. It could be that out of those who could

inhibit, those with the highest levels of confidence may have been starting to show

emerging declines but had not yet incorporated these into their perceived ability

judgements. Whether these older people were slightly overestimating their capabilities

though will be determined in future studies.

That perceived ability to coordinate precise movements was associated with

performance for the successful inhibition group was not a surprising result given that

the grasp inhibition task involved precise and coordinated grasp actions. The same
argument holds for the other subscales that significantly interacted with inhibition

ability category. However, why perceived manual ability did not interact with inhibition

ability category is less clear, given that this was a manual task. Overall, it was perceived

motor-efficacy in subscales such as perceived endurance and perceived ability in

demanding motor contexts rather than the more basic perceived manual ability that

seemed to encapsulate the challenges of the grasp task and detect emerging declines

within certain ability categories. It could be that older adults of all ages are confident

performing basic manual tasks with a strong motor rather than cognitive component
such as turning a tap on and off. In this sense, the grasp task required more than

just basic manual ability; performance was determined by abilities other than general

manual ability alone. Thus, perceived manual ability may predict difficulties with the

physical rather than cognitive control of actions, although further work is needed to

investigate this.
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On the other hand, for those who failed to inhibit on the grasp task (who showed no

increase in decision time from the last easy grasp to the first hard grasp), higher levels of

perceived motor ability in demanding contexts showed significantly more time taken to

inhibit (better performance) than lower levels of perceived ability. Why the other

subscales did not interact with performance for the inhibition failure group is less clear.

It may be that the greatest demands for the inhibition failure group involved being able
to inhibit the old grasp plan, rather than coordinate the movements themselves,

whereas on the other hand, the inhibition part may have been easier than the physical

co-ordination part for the successful inhibition group. Indeed, for the successful

inhibition groups, higher levels of perceived physical endurance were linked with less

successful performance, suggesting that the physical demands of the task may have been

greater than the inhibitory demands of the task. Thus, whereas lower functioning older

adults may experience considerable cognitive declines before physical declines, the

reverse might be true for higher functioning older adults.

Conclusion

Previous researchers have argued that action is ‘pre-shaped’ in thought (Schwarzer,

1992), that is, that the preparation and execution of actions is influenced by mental

representations, and in particular by beliefs about the self (Bandura, 1997). Although it

is not clear whether perceived motor-efficacy caused action errors or vice versa, these

findings are the first among healthy older people to demonstrate that those with lower

and higher levels of perceived motor-efficacy show significant differences in
performance on everyday-based cognitively demanding action tasks. However, this

study was an initial test to investigate how perceived motor-efficacy relates to

performance on everyday-based action tasks, rather than the presentation of a tool for

clinical diagnoses. In addition, the accuracy of perceived capability beliefs was not

measured in this study by comparing them with actual capabilities for each subscale.

The main aim of subsequent analyses is to investigate whether perceived motor-efficacy

beliefs are useful predictors of older people at risk of functional limitations by

investigating their accuracy and how this impacts performance throughout older age.
Such additional evidence will then be applied to informing interventions designed to

help people more accurately appraise their action capabilities, and in-turn facilitate

functional ability throughout the adult life-span and before the onset of serious

functional limitations.
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